
 RAIL
 TIP

LINE HAND
Your line hand strips line in and 
lets line out as needed to cast, 
dead drift, and fight fish. 
*This hand rarely leaves the 
Working Line unattended.

CNC MACHINED 
ALUMINUM

DESIGNED AND
MADE IN USA
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ULTRA 
LIGHTWEIGHT

TRACER 62 EURO-
NYMPH LINE LEADER

TYPE 3 HARD
ANODIZED COATING

SOFT-LOCK 
LINE RETENTION

PINCH FINGER
Your pinch finger puts 
pressure on the fly line 
and allows line to pass 
through, or to be locked 
off.
*This finger is on the line, 

except when casting.  

 

ROD HAND

WORKING LINE
This is the slack portion 
of line between your pinch 
finger and the Stinger. 
Use it to  adjust the line 
length outside your rod 
tip when casting, dead-
drifting and fighting fish.

SOFT LOCK TAB
The rubber Soft Lock Tab 
prevents spooled line from 
self-extracting. 

MOUNTING FOOT
The mounting foot attaches the 
Stinger to the reel seat. 
*Adjust Stinger to be as close to 
the rod’s cork handle as possible
to minimize the Tip gap. 

TAIL  
For mounting 
optional M1 Bal-
ance kit or foam
Gap Sleeve. 

LINE SPOOLS front/rear
The Line Spools stow unused 
fly line.

HOOK KEEPER SLOTS
The Hook Keeper Slots secure 
flies and line when in transit.

M3x10 
Foot Screws

M3x6mm 
Spool Screws

*Foot height is adjustable using 6 
spacers to accomodate various cork 
handle diameters (3 positions total). 
All 6 spacers are to be used in any of 
the 3 positions.

ADVANCED EURO NYMPHING

QUICK GUIDE
FOR BEGINNERS:

Stinger manual reels are lightweight, compact and dependable.  They
enhance high-stick and Euro nymphing techniques by increasing arm 
reach, extending dead-drifts, and improving rod senstivity. See diagram 
below to get familiar with the adjustable components of your Stinger 
M1.
Watch Instructional vidoes on using the Stinger at MavrkUSA.com. 

GAP KIT:
Foam Rubber closes the Gap between
Stinger Tip/Tail and the rod handle to 
prevent loose working line from 
entering.

MAVRK Industries, Inc. 


